Simulation

Wave 1: Activation of sub-monthly expiring contracts (T7 10.0, C7 8.1)
Since Feb 2022, following sub-monthly expiring contracts are supported:

- Integrated weekly expiring contacts in
  - stock options AXA, BAY, CSGN
  - index options ODAX, OSMI
  - Bund options OGBL
- Daily expiring contracts in SSF AXAP, BAYP, NO3P
- Daily expiring contracts in MSCI Futures FME, FMWN

Wave 2: Activation of sub-monthly expiring contracts (T7 11.0 C7 9.0)

- 23 Sept 2022: Integration of all weekly expiring contacts in option OES1/OES2/OES4/OMSX in option OESX
- 30 Sept 2022: Daily expiring contracts in MSCI Futures FMWO, FMJP, FMEF
- 06 Oct 2022: Daily expiring contracts in SSF ADSP, BMWP, UBSP

Production

Technical Releases (Jun 27): T7 10.1, C7 8.1, Prisma 11.1

- Functional Go-Live on Mar 27
  March 27: YYYYMMDD logic becomes mandatory for all market participants for all ETD contracts

Launch of Business Initiatives

- As of Mar 27: Integration weekly expiring contacts
- Apr 17: Vola strategies Equity Options (Daily expiring SSF)
- Apr 24: MSCI Basis Trading (Market-on-close)